Infinova and Videonetics Announce Partnership to Offer Intelligent Video Analytics System
Solutions
Infinova, a world leader in high performance video camera systems is pleased to announce that it will be integrating
Videonetics Video Analytics Systems into their Infinet Video Management System. These integrated offerings enable
high value surveillance systems to customers worldwide.
Infinova is an international innovator in the design and manufacture of analog and digital/IP video surveillance
products and fiber optic modems. Our products include PTZ dome cameras, high speed integrated PTZ cameras,
explosion proof cameras, fixed cameras and mini domes, networked video matrix switchers and Universal Security
Platform, monitors, digital video recorders, IP encoders and decoders, network video recorders and video
management software, and fiber optic transceivers for single or multiple channels of video, audio and data. We
provide the highest quality of products and services with maximum benefits to our customers. Our products are
extensively used worldwide in the industrial and commercial facilities.
Videonetics, a Kolkata, India based company, designs, develops and provides leading edge video analytics software
products to enable highly sophisticated and intelligent video surveillance systems. Company's innovative VIVA
platform offers real- time, video analytics processing for detection and tracking of people, traffic and other classifiable
objects. The company’s server product provides pioneering features such as event-based indexing, event-based
archiving and event-based retrieval, event-based logging and messaging.
Real time video analytics enabled systems and servers are among the fastest growing segments within surveillance
platforms. Infinova and Videonetics have established a mutual technology and business alliance which will leverage
each other strengths to bring innovative, high value offerings to the intelligent video-surveillance marketplace.
Infinova' s leading-edge offerings in IP camera systems, DVRs, Encoders/Decoders and multiprotocol fiber optic
communication products and Videonetics VIVA series third-generation, video analytics and server software
technology enable both companies to integrate security platform that is unrivaled in reliability, productivity and costeffectiveness.
Jeffrey Liu, Ph.D., CEO and President of Infinova says "Synergy between Infinova and Videonetics create remarkable
value proposition to our customers requiring a pre-qualified and thoroughly validated video surveillance systems. We
have already witnessed customers embrace our integrated intelligent video products."
Basant Khaitan, CEO of Videonetics Technology Pvt. Ltd., stated, "Videonetics advanced video analytics architecture
and Infinova' s reputation in video surveillance equipment and its global market reach are great motivating factors to
accelerate our collective efforts to market and develop next generation systems."
"Videonetics Technology Pvt. Ltd., a Kolkata, India based company, has developed highly efficient Intelligent Video
Management System (VMS) for Enterprises, core Video Analytics technology, and a rich suite of surveillance
applications, including Intelligent Traffic Monitoring System (ITMS), Intelligent Airport Monitoring, Red-Light Violation
Detectin (RLVD), Automated Number Plate Recognition (ANPR), etc. Please contact Videonetics via phone +91 33
6461 0300 and email info@videonetics.com"
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